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A Mirror for Justinian: 
The Ekthesis of Agapetus Diaconus 

Patrick Henry III 

THE FOUNDATION for Byzantine thought about the relation of the 
emperor and the empire to Christian theology was established 
almost as soon as there was a Christian emperor. In his oration 

on the thirtieth anniversary of Constantine's reign Bishop Eusebius of 
Caesarea described the earthly empire as the p,tp.:r]Gts of the kingdom 
of heaven.1 Eusebius was able to draw on a rich and ancient tradition 
of classical and Hellenistic speculation about kingship, and by relat
ing this tradition to Biblical and theological motifs he provided the 
Christian Church, so suddenly transferred from persecution to favor, 
with a sophisticated and timely theory of empire.2 

By the time Justinian I came to the throne in A.D. 527 a Christian 
Roman emperor had long since ceased to be a novelty. In the two 
centuries since Constantine there had been only one exception, Julian, 
to the general rule that the emperor should profess some sort of 
Christian belief-whether Catholic, Arian or Monophysite. After two 
hundred years, however, a Christian emperor was still something of 
an anomaly. The rhetorical flourishes of Eusebius were not a sufficient 
answer to the basic question which had been formulated by the 
Donatists, "What does the emperor have to do with the Church ?"3 It 
has been said that it was because Justinian represented both the 
imperial idea and the Christian idea that he is memorable.4 It would 

1 Ed. I. A. Heikel, Eusebius Werke I (GCS, Leipzig 1902) 193-259. Eng. transi. of the oration 
by E. C. Richardson in The Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers SER. II, I (New York 1890) 581-610. 
Of special importance are §§ 2.6, 3.5-6, 4.3, 5.2-6. A succinct statement of the theory is in 
5.2: "And truly may he deserve the imperial title, who has formed his soul to royal 
virtues, according to the standard of that celestial kingdom" ( ... OVTO, 6 Tij, '7r€Knva 
{3auLAda, TO p.Lp.T)p.a {JacnALKa'i, ap€Ta"i, rfi .pvxfi P.€J.wprPwP.€vo,). 

2 See N. H. Baynes, "Eusebius and the Christian Empire," Melanges Bidez (Brussels 1933) 
13-18 (=Baynes, Byzantine Studies and Other Essays [London 1955] 168-72). A major more 
general study, on which Baynes draws, is E. R. Goodenough, "The Political Philosophy of 
Hellenistic Kingship," yes 1 (New Haven 1928) 55-102. 

a "Quid est imperatori cum ecclesia?" quoted by Optatus of Mile vis, Contra Parmenianum 
Donatistam 3.3 (ed. Ziwsa, eSEL XXVI 73). 

'Charles Diehl, History oftlte Byzantine Empire, trans. G. B. Ives (Princeton 1925) 19. 
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be more accurate to say that Justinian is especially interesting because 
both those ideas were at the time in a state of flux, so that he repre
sents not only the ideas but also an attempt to define them in relation 
to each other. 

It is important for the historian to know what Justinian's contem
poraries thought about the emperor's position and role in Church and 
civil society, since judgements about Justinian's "Caesaropapism" are 
too often made without adequate attention to the historical context.5 

It is the purpose of this article to study one particular text from the 
abundant source material for the era of Justinian to see what it can 
tell us about theological ideas of empire and the imperial dignity 
current at that time. 

I 

Agapetus, a deacon of the Great Church of God in Constantinople 
(that is, Hagia Sophia, which was not until after the beginning of 
Justinian's reign the monument that we now know), addressed to 

Justinian a set of seventy-two precepts, known as the "EK(JEaLS 

K€cpa/..Ct.Lwv TTapaW€TtKWV (Exposition of Articles of Advice).6 This early 
example of "Mirror of Princes" literature has received a considerable 
amount of scholarly attention.7 Much ingenuity has been devoted to 

5 D. J. Geanakoplos, "Church and State in the Byzantine Empire: A Reconsideration of 
the Problem of Caesaropapism," in his Byzantine East and Latin West (New York 1966) 
ch. 2, has clarified many points in this perennial historical problem by making distinctions 
between the civil and the ecclesiastical in Byzantium, showing where they overlap and 
where they do not and how the distinctions became clearer after the ninth century; he 
agrees in general with the view of Ostrogorsky that the theory and practice of Maximus 
the Confessor (7th cent.), John of Damascus (8th cent.) and Theodore of Studion (early 
9th cent.) had a great deal to do with this development. 

S The text, based on two MSS, is conveniently available in J.-P. Migne, Patrologia Graeca 
86:1 (Paris 1865) 1163-1186, reprinted from A. Gallandi's Bibliotlteca Veterum Patrum XI 
(Venice 1776), which was reprinted in turn from A. Banduri, Imperium orientale (Paris 1711). 
About half the chapters are translated in E. Barker, Social and Political Thought in Byzantium 
from}ustinian to the Last Palaeologus (Oxford 1957) 54-61. When a translation from Barker 
is available I use it, with a note to that effect. Otherwise the translations are my own. 

7 The Ektltesis figured prominently in the researches of Karl Praechter into the tradition 
of Greek and Byzantine thought about kingship: "Antike Quellen des Theophylaktos von 
Bulgarien," BZ 1 (1892) 399-414; "Antikes in der Grabrede des Georgios Akropolites auf 
Johannes Dukas," BZ 14 (1905) 479-91. Praechter devoted a special article to Agapetus: 
"Der Roman Barlaam und Joasaph in seinem Verhaltnis zu Agapets Konigsspiegel," BZ 2 
(1893) 444-60. (The relevant parts of Barl. are the speeches at 33.308ff and 36.331ff.) 

In 1906 Antonio Bellomo published what appears to be the only full-length work to date 
on Agapetus: Agapeto Diacono e La sua sclteda regia (Bari 1906). Apart from useful information 
about the more than eighty MSS of Agapetus' work, the chief claim to fame of this Vorarbeit 
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the attempt to identify the author, and every Agapetus who can be 
found in the sixth century has been proposed. However, Bellomo 
showed how none of those suggested before he wrote would do, and 
S. Vailhe demonstrated the impossibility of the identification which 
Bellomo himself suggested.s It seems that we must be content with 
knowing nothing of a personal nature about Deacon Agapetus. One 
MS of the Ekthesis carries a notice in Latin that Agapetus had been 
Justinian's teacher; but this is isolated and is not taken seriously by 
scholars.9 

While we know nothing about our author, there does seem to be 
one fixed point in HAgapetstudien." The seventy-two precepts are 
arranged in most of the MSS so that their initial letters form the 
acrostic 'TljJ fhW'Td.'TCfJ Kat EvaE/3W'Ta'T<:? f3aatA.E'i ~fLWV ' /ova'TtvtavijJ 

, Aya1T1]ToS" 0 JA.aXtaToS" OLcXKOVOS" CAgapetus the most humble deacon to 
our most sacred and most devout Emperor Justinian"). Moreover, it 
is clear from several of the precepts that the addressee is understood 
to be already in possession of the imperial title, so a terminus a quo of 
A.D. 527 is established. Furthermore, in § 72 specific reference is made 
to the emperor's spouse (~ ofL6~vyoS") as living. Since Theodora died in 
548, that year is established as a terminus ad quem. Within that twenty
one-year span the Ekthesis is usually dated early, from 527 to 530. 

to an edition that never appeared is the long devastating review by Praechter, BZ 17 (1908) 
152-{)4. This review article is probably the most useful study yet made of the Ekthesis. 

A partial analysis of Agapetus' use ofIsocrates is to be found in Bruno Keil, "Epikritische 
Isokratesstudien," Hermes 23 (1888) 346-91, esp. pp.367-{)9, where the resemblance of 
§§ 32 and 56 to Isoc. Ad Nic. 2.27-30 is indicated. More recently Ihor Sevcenko, "A Neglected 
Byzantine Source of Muscovite Political Ideology," HarvSlavSt 2 [= Festschrift F. Dvornik) 
(Cambridge [Mass.) 1954) 141-79, has demonstrated the extensive use of Agapetus in early 
Russian literature. He also has important remarks about Agapetus' sources thac will be 
discussed below. 

A brief resume of the Ekthesis is provided by G. Downey, Constantinople in the Age oJ 
Justinian (Norman [Okla.) 1960) 49-52, preceded (pp.47-9) by a clear statement ofEusebius' 
achievement. Downey calls the Ekthesis "a classic epitome in which we can see what the 
new Emperor's subjects thought of his function-or what it was desired that they should 
think of it." 

8 Bellomo, op.cit. (supra n.7) 136-62. Special attention has been given to an Agapetus with 
whom Procopius, Ep. 11Z, corresponded. However, the fact chac that Agapetus had no 
connection with Constantinople seems to rule him out. Simeon Vail he , "Le diacre Agapet," 
Echos d'Orient 10 (1907) 173-5. Vailhe has a review of Bellomo's book in the same volume. 
p.191. Bellomo had proposed a monk Agapecus of St Sabas in Palestine. Vailhe demon
strated that this monk was dead by A.D. 519 or 520, at least seven years before the earliest 
possible date for the Ekthesis. 

9 For the notice, see Gallandi's "Notitia" to the Ekthesis reprinted in PG 86:1, 1153-4. 
Karl Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen Litteratur2 (Munich 1897) 456, states the 
general opinion on the worth of this tradition. 

3--G·R.B.S. 
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There seems to be no better reason for this than the general assump
tion that a "Mirror of Princes" is more likely to be presented to a ruler 
early in his reign than later. It is impossible to date the treatise with 
much precision, and because its content is so general, not much would 
be gained by doing SO.10 

If there is general agreement that we do not know who Agapetus 
was, there is dispute as to the sense and significance of what he wrote. 
Krumbacher classifies Agapetus among "Profanautoren," while Keil 
says that the tone of the work is "durchaus kirklich-salbungsvoll." 
Bellomo credited the Ekthesis with brilliance and originality, while 
Praechter vigorously objected to such a characterization.ll In all the 
work that has been done on the Ekthesis a preponderance of attention 
has been paid to questions of form, sources and parallels, with an 
attendant slighting of the question of interpretation. Maybe Agapetus 
was not very original. But even if Byzantium was often content to 
think the thoughts of other ages, Byzantium did think those thoughts, 
frequently in new contexts and combinations. Agapetus had a very 
extensive tradition to draw on, and we can attribute to him at least 
an exercise of judgement in choosing which elements of that tradition 
to include. 

Even if we could trace every one of Agapetus' maxims to an earlier 
source, we would still be justified in reading his treatise carefully as 
providing evidence for opinions about the emperor and his role that 
were current in the sixth century. After a discussion of one particular 
problem of sources in Agapetus I will proceed to an analysis of the 
ideas in the Ekthesis. 

II 

The identification of a source for a Byzantine writing answers but 
one of the questions a scholar may wish to ask. We can never assume 
that a quotation proves that a source was known in its entirety at a 

10 For the date of Theodora's death see, e.g., E. Stein, Histoire du Bas·Empire 2 (Paris 
1949) 589. Bellomo, op.cit. (supra n.7) 127, saw the Significance of the date of Theodora's 
death for the dating of the Ekthesis, but for some unknown reason he assigns that event to 

the year 563. Bellomo's strained attempt, pp.100-115, to prove that Agapetus' maxims are 
directed at four kinds of individual faults of Justinian as they are known from Procopius is 
decisively refuted by Praechter, BZ 17 (1908) 160-1. 

11 Krumbacher, op.cit. (supra. n.9) 591; Keil, op.cit. (supra n.7) 367; Bellomo, op.cit. 
(supra n.7) 64, 69-70, 116-19; Praechter, BZ 17 (1908) 159. 
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particular time. The Byzantines depended to a great extent on jlori
legia, and the solving of all the problems inherent in the tradition of 
these collections lies probably many years in the future.12 

There is a remarkable set of correspondences between several of 
the maxims of Agapetus and fragments attributed to Philo Judaeus 
contained in SOIne of the jlorilegia. After I had tracked down a number 

of these I discovered that the correspondences had already been 
noted.13 Since the recognized correspondences have not all been 
gathered together and set forth in tabular form, however, it will be 
worthwhile to do that here. Also, I shall add to the Agapetus-Philo 
parallels the two instances where Barlaam and Joasaph has the same 
wording. The importance of the evidence from Barlaam for the 
analysis of the Philo fragments has not been discussed by Praechter 
or Sevcenko.14 

12 See, among others, Curt Wachsmuth, Studien zu den griechischen Florilegien (Berlin 
1882), especially ch. 4 ("Ueber das byzantinische Florilegium 'Parallel a' und seine Quellen") 
90-161, and ch. 5 CGnomologium byzantinum €K 'TWV .dTJlLoKpl'TOV '!aoKplf"Tovs 'E'1TtK'T~'TOV e 
variis codicum exemplis restitutum") 162-216. For a recent summary of scholarly opinions, 
together with bibliographical notes, about the three jlorilegia which will concern us in what 
follows, see Hans-Georg Beck, Kirche und theologische Literatur im byzantinischen Reich 
(H'Vld. der Alt. XII.ii.l, Munich 1959): for the Loci Communes attributed to Maximus Con
fessor, p.440; for the Sacra Parallela attributed to John of Damascus, p.482; for "Antonius 
Melissa," p.643. For our purposes it is sufficient to know the consensus, that "Maximus" is 
dependent on the Sac.Par. and that "Antonius" is dependent on both the others; further
more, that "Maximus" and "Antonius" have probably preserved some of the lost third 
book of the Sac.Par. Useful information from Russian works on the Melissa tradition, which 
includes at least three other lines of transmission besides "Antonius," is mentioned by 
Sev~enko, op.cit. (supra n.7) 142-3. See also n.84 infra. 

13 Praechter, BZ 17 (1908) 153 n.2, mentions Agapetus §§ 12, 21, 23, 28, 64 and their 
correspondence with Philo fragments from the Richter ed. of Philo (Leipzig 1829) in which 
"'ex Antonio' eine Reihe von Philonfragmenten abgedruckt ist, unter denen mehrere in 
Wirklichkeit Agapetsatze sind." Sev~enko, op.cit. (supra n.7) 142-7, discusses the parallels 
and concludes, on grounds to be discussed in what follows, that the fragments are not 
genuine Philo. He notes (146 n.24) that he had completed his article before he learned of 
Praechter's remark on the philo fragments. It is interesting that in another connection 
Praechter made a contribution to the identification of Philo passages: "Unbeachtete 
Philonfragmente," ArchGeschPhilos 9 (1896) 415-26, where he shows how various Byzantine 
chroniclers made unacknowledged use of Philo in their accounts of Old Testament history. 

14 The Philo fragments will be given as they are found in the printed text of Maximus 
Confessor, PG 91, from the edition ofCombefis. Differences in the text in Ant. Mel. will be 
noted. When J. Rendel Harris, Fragments of Philo judaeus (Cambridge 1886) is cited, I have 
compared and silently corrected his text by reference to Constantin Tischendorf, Philonea 
(Leipzig 1868), which he is quoting but with certain minor and inexplicable alterations. 
(Tischendorf prints fragments he had found in a jlorilegium at Cairo.) The lemma (fJO .. wvor 
CPt)(wvos at the head of a Philo fragment is taken from the printed Greek text of Max. Conf. 
There are no lemmata at all in the printed Greek text of Ant. Mel., PG 136. Richter, who 
takes his "ex Antonio" text of the fragments from Thomas Mangey, Philonis judaei opera 
(London 1742), has a few minor differences from the PG text. These may be differences in 
the MS tradition of Ant. Mel., or may merely represent haste or carelessness on Mangey's 
part. 
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(1) 

Agapetus, § 12 

, A7TOO'TP'¢OV TWV KoAaKwv TOUS 

, '\' '\ I " -a7TaT7Jllovs lloyOVS, WO'7TEp TWV KO-
, \ c: \, I 

paKwv TOVS ap7TaKTLKOVS TP07TOVS' 
~ , , \ ..... I ,/: 

Ot /LEV yap TOVS TOV O'WfLaTOS E~O-
I , .I..{) '\ I f ~, , 

PVTTOVO'LV 0'1' allfLovs' OL oE TOVS 

TfjS !fvxfjs EgafL{3AvvoVO'L AOYLO'fLOVS, 
, .... f,... , ..... 

fLTJ UVYXWPOVVTES opav TTJV TWV 

I '\ '() "" 7TpaYfLaTWV allTJ ELav. TJ yap E7TaL-

- "{)'" '.1. I " t VOVO'LV EO' OTE Ta 't'0YOV a~La, 

.. .1. ' " ' '" TJ 'f'EYOVO'L 7TOllllaKLS Ta E7TaLVWV 
, "<:' - ()' ,-KpELTTova' tva OVOtV aTEpovaVTOtS 

~ , .. ,' " , 
afLapTaVTJTaL, TJ TO KaKOV E7TaLVOV-

" , " f Q r I 15 fLEVOV, TJ TO KallOV VfJPL.:,ofLEVOV. 

philo fragment 

Max. Conf. 567 (PG 91.792c). 
Ant. Mel. Sermo LIT (PG 136.9410-

944A; Richter, VI.234). 

@{AWVOS. 'A7TOO'TP'¢OV TWV KO-

\' " '\' " llaKWV TOVS a7TaTTJIlOVS 1l0YOVS' 

EgafL{3AvvoVTES yap TOUS Tfjs !fovxfjs 

AOYLUfLOVS OU UVYXWPOVO'L TWV 

I '" '() '" 7TpaYfLaTWV TTJV allTJ ELav. TJ yap 

, - , .1.' "t " .1.' E7TaLVOVO'L Ta 't'0YOV as La, TJ 'f'EYOVUt 
,\ I '" , 7TOllllaKLS Ta E7Tawwv KpELTTova. 

The Philo fragment in this instance consists of about half of Aga
petus' maxim, with a few grammatical changes. The analogy with 
crows is absent, as is the belaboring of the <either ... or' point at the 
end. 

Agapetus, § 21 

" .... I ovO'ul' TOV O'WfLaTOS, 

av{) pclJ7Tcp <> (3aUtAEvs, " , 
to'OS 7TaVTt 

- 'c I Tn ES OVO'Lll- ~, - 'c' 
OE TOV as LWfLaTos 

(2) 

Philo fragment 

Max. Conf. 561 ePG 91.781c). 
Ant. Mel. Ser. CIV ePG 136.1012Bc; 

Richter, VI.235-36). 

m'\ T-' " - I '¥LIlWV. n fLEV OVO'Lll- TOV O'WfLa-
" \' () I f Q 

TOS, to'OS 7TaVTOS av PW7TOV 0 fJa-

" - 'c I ~ \ -' t ' O'LIlEVS' Tn €SOVULll- OE TOV asLwfLa-

16 "Flee the deceitful words of flatterers as you would the ravenous habits of crows; the 
latter gouge out the eyes of the body, but the former blunt the reasonings of the soul, 
making it impossible to see the truth of things. Sometimes they praise things which are 
worthy of censure, and often they censure things more worthy of praise. Thus one of two 
sins is committed by them: either the praise of evil, or the contempt of good." 
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q " ", a,.., 
0lLows Ean TCfJ E7Tt 7TCWTWV It:7ECfJ' 

OVK EXH yap E7Tt yijs TOV aVTOV 
C' ,I, \' "" \ V¥'y)I\OTEpOV.. XPY) TOLVVV aVTOV Kat 
• .a \ \, ''t B \. WS It:7Eov fLYJ opyL<;,Ea aL, Kat we; 

(JV7]TOV J.L~ E1TalpwOat· €l €lKOVL 
(kiKfj TETlfLYJTat, aA.A.a Kat dKOVt 

XO'iKfj aVjL7TE7TA.EKTat· Ot' -rys EKOt-
~, "" , oaaKETat TY)V 7TpOS 7TaVTaS LaOTy)-

Ta. 16 

" , E7TL 7TaVTWY 

@dp. OVK EXH yap E7Tt yijs- aVTOV 
•• 1. \' \, ,. 

V¥'y)I\OTEpOV. XPY) TOLVVV Kat WS 

e \ \" e \. 
VTjTOV 1Ly) E7TaLpEa at, Kat WS 

®€OV J.L~ opyl'w(Jat. €l yap Kat 
€LKOVL 8eioKfj TE'TLfLTJTaL, aAAa Kui 

KOVH XO'iKfj aVjL7TI.7TAEKTat, Ot' .rye; 
, <:' <:" \, I • \' 
EKowaaKETat TY)V 7TpOS 7TavTae; a7TI\O-

TYjTa. 

The Philo fragment has the WS @EOV . • • WS OVy)TOV passage in reverse 
order from Agapetus. A more significant difference occurs at the 
place where Agapetus reads EiKOVL XOi'Kfj and the philo fragment reads 
KOVH XO'iKfj-Hhe is also involved in earthly dust." This latter reading 
seems much more characteristic of Agapetus, since the play on EiKOVL 

OE'iKfj ••• KOVH XO'iKfj is thoroughly consonant with his style, while the 
repetition of a word is something he strives to avoid. There is a dis
crepancy between iaoTY)Ta <likeness' and Ct7TAoTy)Ta <simplicity' at the 
end. The Agapetus reading makes better sense, and the editor of 
Maximus Confessor suggests 0ILOUlTy)Ta, a synonym for laoTYJTa, as an 
emendation. 

(3) 

Agapetus, § 23 

'1"- I \' , 
.1 OWVTOS YLVOV 7TEpt TOVS aovs 

, , f"''' 'A 
OtKETas, OWY EVXTJ aot TOV t.JEa-

Philo fragment 

Max. Conf. 554 (PC 91.769c). 
Ant. Mel. Ser. LVII (PC 136.8720; 

Richter, VI.234). 
Harris, Fragments 104. 

lPlAwVOS. TOWVTOS ylvov 7TEPI. 
\ , " f" " , TOVS aovs OtKETas, owv EVXYI aOt 

16 "In the nature of his body the king is on a level with all other men, but in the authority 
attached to his dignity he is like God who rules over all; for he has no man on earth who 
is higher than he. Therefore, like God, he must never be angry, yet as a mortal man he 
must never be lifted up in conceit; for if he be honoured by being in the divine image, he is 
also involved in the earthly image whereby he is taught his equality with other men." 
[Barker] 

This section of Agapetus receives a good deal of attention in Sevcenko's article. The philo 
fragment is quoted in E. R. Goodenough, Introduction to Philo Judaeus (New Haven 1940) 90 
(where it is introduced as follows: "One statement is preserved which might have come 
from any pagan"); and in H. A. Wolfson, Philo II (Cambridge [Mass.] 1947) 331. 
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I 'f) C' \ :) , 
7T077JV YEVea aL' WS yap aKOVOJLEV, 

> f)' f) \ < < ~ aKova TJaOJLE a, KaL WS OpWfLEV, 
< f) I f) <, ~ f) I \ opa TJaOJLE a V7TO TOV €LOV KaL 

7TaVTEr/JopoV {JAEJLJLaTOS. 7TpOEtaE-
I l' ~ >\' ,"\ 

veYKWJLEV ovv Tep EI\Eep TOV EI\EOV, 
• ..... C" \ ~ '\' 
Lva Tep ofLO£ep TO OfLOtOV aVTLl\a-

{JWfLEV. 17 

'full' 'f) C' \ ) , TOV ItYEOV YEvEa aL. ws yap aKOV-
> f) 'f) tl ~ OfLEV, aKova TJaofLE a V7TO TOV 

iCI~ Itt~ tf) 'f) 
~EOV' KaL ws OPWfL€V, opa TJaoJL€ a 
" ,. ..... , 1"-

V7T aVTOV. 7TPOEV€YKWfL€V ovv TOV 

EAEov TOV ;A€ov, iva T0 oJLotep TO 

0fLOLOV aVTLAa{JwfL€v. 

Barlaam andJoasaph 36.333 

• Kat WS aKOVOfL€V aKovaf)TJaOfL€f)a, ws OPWfL€V opaf)TJaofLEf)a }J1TO 

TOU f)€tov Kat 7TaV'T€r/Jopov {JAEJLJLaTOS. 7TpOEta€VEYKWfL€V OVV TOU EMov 
,,"\ ~ ,.. C' I ,~ '\ I Q 

TOV EI\€OV, Lva Tep OfLOLep TO OfLOtOV aVTLl\a/-,wfL€v. 

The main differences here are 'the Master' (TOV LlEa7T077JV) in Aga
petus where the fragment has 'God' (TOV 8€ov); and the fragment's 
simple 'we shall be seen and heard by God' where Agapetus and 
Barlaam have 'the divine all-seeing Eye.'18 

Agapetus, § 28 

"laov T0 7TATJfLfLEAE"iV, TO fL~ 

KwAvELV TOUS 7TATJfLfLEAovVTas Ao-
Iy '" \ I 

yL~OV. Kav yap TLS 7TOI\LT€VTJTaL 
\ • f)' , I ~\ "" fLEV EV EafLws, aVEXTJTaL OE TWV 

Q' >f) I ,~ 
/-,toVVTWV a eaJLws, avvepyos TWV 

KaKwv 7Tapa e€0 Kp{veTaL' €i of: 
{JOVA€L OLTTWS EVOOKLfL€"iv, Kat TOUS 

(4) 

Philo fragment 

Max. Conf. 685 (PG 91.1012A). 
Ant. Mel. Ser. II (Richter, 

VI.233).19 

(/J{AwvoS. Ei {JOVA€L OLTTWS €VOO-
~ \ \ '\\ ~ 

KLfLELV, KaL TOVS Kal\l\LaTa 7TOLOVV-

17 "Be such to your household as you would wish the Master to be to you; for as we hear, 
so shall we be heard, and as we see, so shall we be seen by the divine and all-seeing eye. 
Therefore let us first pay mercy for mercy, that we may obtain like for like." I cite Barlaam 
andjoasaph here and elsewhere from the ed. of G. R. Woodward and H. Mattingly (LCL, 
London 1937), where parallels in Agapetus are noted in the margin. 

18 Sevtenko, op.cit. (supra n.7) passim, notes the frequent trouble that Russian translators 
of this maxim had making any sense out of the expression "divine all-seeing eye." 

19 I have searched thoroughly the PG Ant. Mel. and have been unable to find this 
fragment. 
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'T<l KaAAtO'Ta 7rOWVVTas 7rpoTifLa, Tas 7TpOTifLa, Ka~ TOUS Ta xEipova 
\ '" '" c;;::...... , Kat TOtS Ta XEtptaTa opWUtV E7Tt- , " 21 7rpaTTOVTas E7TtTLfLa • 

• rifLa .20 

The Philo fragment consists only of the last clause of this section of 
Agapetus. It is difficult to determine the original Agapetian reading 
here, since the play 7TpaTTOVTaS---"7TOWVVTas is thoroughly characteristic 
of him, while a grammatical mistake (E7rLTtfLUW should take the dative 
of person, TOLS opwO'w, not an accusative, TOUS 7TpuTTovTas) is not. 

Agapetus, § 50 

llMov aya7ra, f3amAEv yaAY]-
, '\ f3' ,VOTaTE, TOVS l\afL avEtv 7Tapa aov 
I (I " , 

XaptTaS tKETEVOVTaS, Y]7TEp TOUS 

(5) 

a7roVOa'OvTas SWPEas aot 7Tpoa<pE

pEW. TOtS fL~V yap ocpEtMTY]S 

afLOtf3ijs Ka(){O'TaO'at· O£ OE O'Ot 

TOV (9EOV oCPEtAETY]V 7TOLOVO'L, TOV 

" ",' OtKELOVfLEVOV Ta EtS aVTous yt-
, , , f3' 'B A vOfLEva, Kat afLEt OfLEVOV aya aLS 

aVTtSoO'wt 'T(lV <ptAo8EOV Kat cpLAav

BPW7TOV O'OV O'K07TOV.22 

Philo fragment 

Max. Conf. 556 (PG 91.773AB). 

Harris, Fragments 105. 

llAEov aya7Ta, f3amAEv, TOUS AafL-

f3
~ \,.. I t I 

aVEtV 7Tapa aov xaptTas tKET€VOV-

Tas, YJ7TEP TO.vS O'7Tovoa~oVTas 
"', J..' A' OWP€(ts O'Ot 7Tpoa'f'EpEtV. TOtS fLEV 

yap OCPEtMTY]S afLOtf3ijs KafJiaTaTat' 
t "', "J.. \' , Ot OE O'ou TOV O'f'EtI\ETY]V 7TOtTJO'OVO't, 

\ " "" TOV OLKEtOVfL€VOV Ta EtS aVTOVS 

, " f3' 'B A ywofLEva, Kat afLEt OfLEVOV aya ats 

avTtooO'wtV TOV cptAavBpW7TOV O'ov 
, 

aK07TOV. 

The correspondence in this instance is very nearly verbatim. The 
main difference is at the end, where Agapetus reads TOV cpLAoB€ov Ka~ 

cpLAav8pw7ToV O'ov O'K07T()V and the fragment omits cpLA6fJEOV. The sig
nificance of philanthropia in Agapetus will be discussed below. 

20 "Consider it the same thing to sin and not to punish sinners; for if someone lives 
according to the laws and at the same time tolerates those living lawlessly, he is judged by 
God to be an accomplice in the evils. If you wish to be esteemed on both counts, honor 
those who do the finest things and rebuke those who do the worst things." 

21 Ant. Mel. is the same as Max. Conf. except that it reads '7Tp&rroVTa~ where Max. Conf. 
reads 7TOtoVVTa~. 

22 "Love those more, 0 most serene Emperor, who ask for gifts from you, than those 
who are eager to give gifts to you. For to these latter you will be a debtor, while the former 
make God a debtor to you-for he appropriates as his own the things done for them and 
gives good things in return for your God-loving and humanitarian intention." 
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(6) 

Agapetus, § 63 

'0 ,.,,~v <Bhos OVOEVOS' O€LTa,· 0 
{jaatAEUS o~ ,."ovov t9EOV. ,."l,."ov 

, \ ,~ \ ~, \ 
TOtVVV TOV OVOEVOS' OEO,."EVOV, Kat 

OalptAEUOV TO LS alTo vat TOV ;AEOV, 
\ , Q\' \ \ "':'1 aKpt/-,oI\OYOV,."EVOS' 7TEP' TOVS 

\ " '\\\ - , aovs OLKETas, al\l\a 7TaaL 7TapEXwv 
\ , \ r~ " \', 

Tas 7TpOS TO ~7]V aLT7]aELS. 7TOI\V yap 
A " ~" <:' "A , KpELTTOV EaTL OLa a~LOVS EI\EELV KaL 

\ 't.' '" "<;' , TOVS avaS-LOVS, 7] TOVS a~LOVS a7TO-
A <;:> \ \ , <:' 23 

aTEpELV ota TOVS ava~LOVS. 

Philo fragment 

Max. Conf. 559 (PG 91.777D-780A). 
Harris, Fragments 104. 

fl'o'\ '0 \ CI \ ,~ \ \:' A '¥LI\WV. ,."EV It!IEOS OVOEVOS OE L-

TaL· 0 {jaaLAEUS O~ ,."OVOV t9EOV. 
I I , ,~ , ~, 

,."L,."OV TOLVVV TOV OVuEVOS UEO,."EVOV, 

Kat OCXIP,AEUOV TOLS alTovaL TOV 
"\ "Q \' , 
EI\EOV, ""7] aKp'/-,OI\OYOV,."EVOS 7TEP' 

TOUS aous tKlTas, a'\'\~ 7TaaL 7Ta-
I , , ,y...... ,,/.. , 

pEXWV Tas 7TpOS TO ~ 7]V aoyop,."as. 
\\ \ A " \:' \ \ 7TOI\V yap KpELTTOV EaTt, ULa TOVS 

, <:' .\ A \ , , <:' 
a~LOVS EI\EELV KaL TOVS ava~LOVS, 

, , "<:" A <;:>, 
KaL ""7] TOVS a~LOVS a7ToaTEpELV OLa 

\ , t. I 

TOVS avas LOVS. 

Again, the correspondence is almost verbatim. Where Agapetus says 
that the emperor should not enquire closely into the affairs of the 
members of his household (olKlTas), the fragment says his 'suppliants' 
(iKhas). The reading of the fragment sounds more like Agapetus, 
since we would not expect the deacon to repeat a phrase (7TEpt TOUS aouS' 

olKlTas) which we have encountered already in § 23. Agapetus uses the 
term 'things necessary for life' (T~S 7TPOS TO ~ijv alT~a€LS) while the 
fragment speaks of 'the resources for life' (T~S 7TPOS TO ~ ijv acpop,."as). 24 

(7) 

Agapetus, § 64 

~ , " ( 

L.JvyyvW""7]V aLTOV,."EVOS a,."apTTJ-

philo fragment 

Max. Conf. 681 (PG 91.1004B). 
Ant. Mel. Ser. VIII (PG 136.1137c; 

Richter, VI.233). 

, I \" _ ( , 

avyylvwaKE ,."aTWV, aVYYLvwaKE KaL aVTOs TOLS a,."apTTJ,."aTWV, 

23 "God has need of nothing, the emperor has need of God alone. Therefore imitate the 
one who needs nothing. and be generous to those seeking mercy; do not inquire closely 
into the affairs of your servants. but give to everyone the things necessary for life. It is better 
by far for the sake of the worthy to have mercy also on the unworthy. than to deprive the 
worthy because of the unworthy." See n.84 infra. 

24 Harris, however. agrees with Agapetus in reading alrr]a£L~. 
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€ls U€ 7TATJf.Lf.L€AOVUW· OTt acp€U€L 

> '" '''' " ..I.. \ ~ \ aVTLO LOOTaL a'j'€ULS, Kat TTl 7TpOS 

TOUS 0IWSOVAOVS ~f.LWV KaTaAAayfj, 
• 'r.Jl \ ..1.." '" 25 'YJ 7TpOS CiEOV 'j'L/\U1. Kat OLKELWULS. 

aUTOS Tois €tS Ge 7TA.7]fLfL€Aovar.v· 
" , ..I.. ' , '" '''' " ..I.. \ OTt a'j'€u€t CXVTLOLOOTCXL cx'j'EaLI), KCXt 

~ 7TPOS TOUS 0f.L0SoVAOVS ~f.LWV 
KaTaMaY7J J TijS Odas opyijs ytvETtU 

> " , CX1TCX/\/\CXYYJ • 

Barlaam and joasaph 36.334 
'('1 I , I ( , , \" '" , 

~vyyVWf.LYJV aLTOVf.LEVOS af.LapTYJf.LaTWV, UVYYLVWUKE KaL aVTOS TOLS ELS 

\, ,~ " > ..I.. ' > '" '''' " ..I.. \ ~ \ \. '" I UE 7T/\YJf.Lf.LE/\OVUW, OTt CX'j'EUEt CXVTLOLOOTaL a'j'EaLI), Kat TTl 7TpOI) TOVS Of.LOOOV-

AOVS ~f.LWV KcxTcxMayfj Tijl) SW1TOTtKijl) opyijs ytVETCXt a1TaMcxy~. 

The differences in reading here are especially interesting. Praechter, 
in his review of Bellomo,26 notes that there is a group of MSS of the 
Ekthesis in which the conclusion Tj 1TpOS eEOV CPLALCX KCX~ OLKEtWO'L1) is 
missing. Then he notes the conclusion of the passage in Barlaam, TijS 

SEa7TOTtKijs opyijs ytVEText a7TcxMcxy~ (we are ourselves delivered from 
the wrath of our Master'), and concludes that on the basis of stylistic 
considerations we can say that Barlaam has preserved the true Aga
petian reading, and that somewhere in the MS tradition of the Ekthesis 
the original reading was lost, and Tj . . • OiKEtWO'L1) was tacked on by 
some scribe as a makeshift ('Liickenbusser"). Praechter's conclusion is 
strengthened by the Philo fragment. One can go farther and say that 
the fragment is more nearly what Agapetus wrote than Barlaam is, 
since rijs OEtas opyijs seems metrically better than TijS SW1TOTtKijS opyijs 

(also, <divine anger' is a more common notion than the anger of 
Christ), and Tj KCXTCXMcxy~ as the subject of ytVETCXt is smoother gram
matically than the dative construction in Agapetus and Barlaam. 

III 

In the foregoing discussion of §§ 12, 21, 23, 28, 50, 63 and 64 of the 
Ekthesis the question concerning the connection between these and the 
philo fragments has been implicit. As I have worked with these 
passages I have come to share tentatively the opinion ofPraechter and 
Sevcenko, that they are originally the work of Agapetus and that 

25 "Seeking forgiveness for your sins, forgive also those who injure you, because forgive
ness is repaid by forgiveness. and friendship and familiarity with God result from our 
reconciliation with our fellow-servants." 

28 BZ 17 (1908) 159. 
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somehow they came to be transmitted as belonging to Philo. A sum
mary of Sevcenko's argument will show why I share his view, and an 
indication of some other points will show why I do so tentatively. 

Sevcenko makes the following points: 
(1) The printed Greek text of "Antonius Melissa" indicates no 

sources; the lemma 'Philonis' appears only in Gesner's Latin transla
tion, "rather flimsy grounds for determining the authorship of the 
Greek text." Moreover, "it is known that at least the MSS representing 
its [the Melissa's] 'long' recension make Agapetus the author of the 
maxim [§ 21]"; and the twelfth-century Kievan Pcela attributes its 
translation of'Tij !-'-EV ovalf!. 'TOU aw!-,-a'Tor; to "Agapitos."27 

(2) Agapetus can be shown to be dependent on many sources, but 
he always tries to improve upon them. Further, "All the 'Philonic' 
sentences which reappear as Agapetus' chapters display the very 
mannerisms peculiar to the whole of his work."28 

(3) "It is striking that the boundaries of the suspect 'Philo' frag
ments should in all cases coincide with those of Agapetus' chapters 
and that we should precisely discover the 'unidentified' philo frag
ments in Agapetus, while no correspondence between him and some 
authentic saying of Philo can be established. Finally, at least the 'Philo' 
fragment eEor; ov8Evor; 8Ei'Tat [Harris, Fragments (supra n.14) 104; 
Agapetus, § 63], sometimes attributed to Hippocrates, is definitely 
of gnomic origin and cannot be Philonic in its 'Agapetian' form."29 

These are strong arguments, but the following qualifications ought 
to be entered: 

(1) The printed Greek text of Maximus Confessor, Loci Communes, 
which is considered to be a jlorilegium anterior to Antonius Melissa, 
gives the lemma !PtAwv or !PlAwvor; for the passages it transmits (with 
the exception of 7TMov aya7Ta, for which no lemma is given). I have been 
unable in a thorough search to locate any of these "philo fragments" 
in the Sacra Parallela, which is thought to be earlier still and which 
does contain scores of authentic extracts from philo. However, the 
whole third book of the Sacra Parallela is lost, and it may have included 
these passages which are preserved in the other two jlorilegia.3o 

27 ~ev~enko, op.cit. (supra n.7) 145. 
28 Ibid. 146. 
29 Ibid. 146-47. 
30 ~ev~enko's note about another MS tradition of the Melissa shows that there must be 

many questions that will be helped to solution by a critical edition of that work. I have 
found other evidence of this attribution of rfl p.€v ovulq. Toli uwp.aTos to Agapetus (it should 
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(2) Praechter has shown that there are many close parallels between 
Agapetus and patristic writers and that in the case of Agapetus, § 66 
and Gregory of Nazianzus, Oratio 2.19c the correspondence is almost 
verbatim.3! Moreover, Philo was capable of turning polished phrases 
such as the fragments in question; his In Flaccum and De Legatione give 
evidence of thiS.32 

(3) Sevcenko's third argument is his most compelling one. When 
the boundaries do not coincide, in the cases of Agapetus, §§ 12 and 28, 
the Philo fragment is shorter, so that is no argument against Sevcenko. 
I have checked a number of Agapetus' key terms in Liesegang's index 
to L. Cohn/Po Wendland, Philonis Opera VII pts. I, II (Berlin 1926-30) 
and have discovered no correspondence.33 It would be remarkable to 
find a deacon in sixth-century Constantinople acquainted with an 
entire work of Philo. The most we could expect is to find Agapetus 
using some fragment of Philo known to us to be authentic and avail
able to Agapetus in a jlorilegium. I have gone carefully through the 
lists of philo fragments, particularly all the ones identified by Harris, 
and have not found any clearly authentic fragment which is also a 
maxim of Agapetus. Nonetheless, it is known that a good number of 
Philo's works are altogether lost, and there are also many unidentified 
Philo fragments which are not in Agapetus.34 As to Sevcenko's last 
point, we cannot automatically rule out the possibility that Philo 

be noted also that according to Sevl:enko 146 the other two of Harris' fragments are trans
mitted as Philonic by the various Melissa traditions). In one of his comparative tables 
Wachsmuth, op.cit. (supra n.12) 116, gives the following: 

Maximus Anton. Mel. Aug. 
561.21-28 'Aya7T~Tou iP{)..wvos 80.1-4 29.10 'Aya7T~Tou 

Wachsmuth cites Maximus according to the page and line of the Combefis ed., not avail
able to me. However, its reprint in PG says only iP{)..wv. Wachsmuth is presumably draw
ing on his knowledge of the seventeen MSS of Max. Conf. which he discusses pp.103~. The 
"Melissa Augustana" is another form ofjlorilegium he was analyzing. Wachsmuth's main 
interest centred on the classical writers, so he does not comment on this particular passage. 
I do not know what to make of' Aya7T~Tou iPD.wvos. Perhaps some scribe thought it meant 
'of the beloved Philo.' In this confusion there is probably some valuable clue to the way 
in which these sections came to be attributed to Philo, but I do not know how to follow up 
the hint. 

31 BZ 2 (1893) 455-8. 
3Z Available in vols. 9 and 10 respectively of the LCL Philo. philo produced many epi

grammatic statements, although I have not been able to find in him quite the attention to 
rhyme that is so characteristic of Agaperus. 

33 Goodenough, Introduction to Philo Judaeus (New Haven 1940) 214, warns that this 
Index, while valuable, is not complete; "accordingly, a negative conclusion is never possible 
from the Index." 

at Harris, op.cit. (supra n.14) 2-3. At the end of his book Harris gives a long list of still 
unidentified fragments. 
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himself incorporated some gnomic saying, but this does begin to 
sound like scholarly special pleading. 

At this point it is necessary to consider the significance of the 
passages in Barlaam and Joasaph.35 Praechter's conclusion after a 
thorough comparison of the Ekthesis and Barlaam was that neither is 
dependent on the other, but both go back to a common source, 
which is more accurately reflected in Barlaam than in Agapetus. 
Sevcenko in a footnote questions this conclusion.36 

This question is of direct relevance to the problem of the origin of 
the Philo fragments. Since two of them are found both in the Ekthesis 
and in Barlaam, if the two authors are dependent on a common source 
that source must have contained at least these two Philo fragments 
and the case for Philonic origin is considerably strengthened. How
ever, even though Praechter's argument is somewhat more complex 
than Sevcenko suggests, I find myself in agreement with Sevcenko's 
conclusion. Praechter posits for the author of Barlaam an altogether 
too mechanical treatment of sources.37 In the absence of the H common 
source" which Praechter postulated, it seems to me much more 
economical to allow greater stylistic latitude to the author of Barlaam 
and thus to claim that Agapetus is his obvious source.3S If this con
clusion is accurate, then the Agapetian origin of the two Philo frag
ments in question is still distinctly possible. 

35 The critical discussion of the authorship of this work continues, although D5lger's 
defense of the traditional attribution to John of Damascus seems to predOminate now. 
For references to the literature see Beck, op.cit. (supra n.12) 482-3. 

36 Praechter, BZ 2 (1893) 444-60. (Praechter wrote at this time [p.444] that it had been 
established that John of Damascus had nothing to do with Barlaam.) Sevcenko, op.cit. 
(supra n.7) 148 n.30: "Praechter believes in a common source rather than in a direct use of 
Agapetus, since the Deacon's stylistic embellishments are never taken over literally in the 
interpolations [in Barl.]. This is hardly a decisive argument. In his K€rp&J.ata, Pseudo-Basil, 
who depends heavily on Agapetus, almost never copies him verbatim." 

37 The first part of Praechter's argument has to do with the order of thought in Barl. as 
distinguished from the lack of coherence between the various sections of the acrostically 
determined Ekthesis. He expresses his argument in terms of an image (p.449): anyone look
ing for colored stones can complete his job easily by tearing apart a mosaic picture, while 
it requires an especially fortunate turn of events to find a well-ordered mosaic made from 
a number of stones connected without plan. It seems to me quite probable, however, that 
this is precisely what the author of Barl. did, just as much later in Muscovy Joseph Volockij 
(d. 1515), in one of his pamphlets, works in bits and pieces from Agapetus (cf Sevcenko, 
op.cit. [supra n.7] 156-9). 

38 As to the other possibility, that Agapetus is dependent on Barl., there can be added to 
Praechter's arguments against this (pp.458-{iO) the fact that the picking and choosing of 
phrases from the Ekthesis to work into a narrative is more plausible than the breaking up 
of the individual sentences and parts of sentences in Barl. to work into the Ekthesis. Finally, 
if Barl. does come from the pen of John of Damascus, the chronolOgical factor is decisive. 
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The balance remains in favor of the view that the seven passages 
discussed above are not authentic philo. But the question remains for 
further investigation: how did these particular passages of Agapetus 
get into the tradition and come to be attributed to philo? Why Philo 
-and only Philo ?-for in combing the jlorilegia I have not found any 
other Agapetus passages transmitted under any other name. How are 
we to explain the transmission of seven gnomic sayings belonging to 
a work by a sixth-century deacon under the guise of the great first
century Alexandrian Jew? This question rather neatly characterizes 
the sort of culnlral puzzles in which Byzantine history abounds. 

IV 

The transition from source study to a more general exposition of 
Agapetus' text is provided conveniently by § 17 of the Ekthesis. 

There has been revealed in our age that time of felicity which 
one of the writers of old prophesied as coming to pass when 
either philosophers were kings or kings were students of 
philosophy. Pursuing the study of philosophy, you were 
counted worthy of kingship; and holding the office of king, 
you did not desert the study of philosophy. Now if the love of 
wisdom is what makes philosophy, and if the beginning of 
wisdom is to fear God-Who [or which] is always present in 
your heart-then what I say is clearly true.39 

Praechter has shown how extensive in all periods was the use made 
of Plato's prescription for the ideal state in Republic 473D.40 He 
divides the interpretations into three categories, and gives numerous 
examples of each: (1) Plato's statement is an ideal, which is always to 
be pursued; (2) Plato's prescription came to fulfilment sometime in 
the past; and (3) the Platonic challenge is seen as met in the time of the 
author citing it. Agapetus is of course in this third group. 

When we know that Agapetus is at this point drawing on a long 
tradition, we nonetheless have not exhausted the significance of § 17. 
For Agapetus is, so far as I know, original in coupling this passage from 

39 Barker's trans!': 'Ecp' ~fLLV 6.VEDEiXB7J TiiS' E~l;wtaS' " xp6voS', 8v 7TPOEL1Tf[ TL, TWV 7TuAatWV 
€a€a()at, OTav r, ,pt'il6aocpm /3aatA€VaWatv, r, /3a(1tA€'i, ,ptAOaorp~awat· Kat yap ,ptAOao,poVVTES 
~gtW()T/T€ {1aatAdas, Kat /3aatAEVaaVTES O~K a7T€aTT/TE ,ptAOaorpLas. El yap TO ,ptAELV aorplav 7TOtEL 
rptAoaorplav, 6.PX~ DE aocptaS' <> TOV ewv ,p6/3o" 8v €V TOL, aT€pVOtS up-wv Dta7TaVTos EX€TE, €VD7JAOV 
ws cXAT/()ES TO nap' €p-OV AqOfLEVOI'. 

40 BZ 14 (1905) 482-4. 
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Plato with the definition of the beginning of wisdom from Proverbs 
1 :7-H the fear of God is the beginning of wisdom."41 What matters is 
not whether this tells us anything about the piety of Justinian, which 
it does not, but rather that it gives an insight into the way the Byzan
tines could reconcile their Greek and Biblical heritages. Agapetus 
implies that the Bible provides the definition of a key term in Plato's 
prescription, so that a Christian emperor becomes the concrete 
expression of what Plato had in mind.42 

The role of such Biblical, and also liturgical, remmlscences in 
Byzantine writings must not be overlooked or minimized. Hearing 
the Biblical lections and the liturgy as often as they did, the Byzan
tines must have been sensitive to allusions and nuances dependent 
upon those sources.43 There are places in the Ekthesis where an idea or 
phrase would clearly call to the reader's mind a Scriptural passage. 
This would be true even if some other source could be demonstrated. 
§ 50 (one of the "Philo" passages) does not recommend disinterested 
care for the desires of others; by helping them the emperor will find 
God in his debt. But the reason for this is that God "makes his own 
the things done for others," which is a reminiscence of the principle 
stated in Matthew 25 :40. 

This Byzantine sensitivity to Biblical echoes is not merely a con
venient hypothesis of the historical imagination. If the dependence of 
Barlaam andJoasaph on Agapetus be granted, we have specific evidence 
of the Ekthesis reminding the author of that work of Biblical passages. 

He called to mind the uncertainty of earthly riches, how they 
resemble the running of river waters [cf Agapetus §7]. There
fore made he haste to lay up his treasure where neither "moth 
nor rust doth corrupt and where thieves do not break 
through nor steal" [Matt. 6:19-21].44 

And which commandments above all should est thou 

41 'Apxt! aoq,las q,apos fhov. Psalm 111(LXX: 110):10 reads 'ApXTJ aoq,las q,apos Kvplov. 
Bellomo, op.cit. (supra n.7) 135, notes this allusion, but does not draw any Significant con
clusion from it. Elsewhere (p.l02) he tries to draw some sort of specific personal connection 
between § 17 and Justinian. 

42 It is interesting that when Gregory of Nazianzus refers to the passage of Plato, he is 
writing to the pagan philosopher Themistius, and he speaks of "your Plato": Greg. Naz. 
Ep. 24 (PG 37.60B). 

43 G. Downey, "Philanthropia in Religion and Statecraft in the Fourth Century after 
Christ," Historia 4 (1955) 199-208, esp. 205-207, has demonstrated how useful for the study 
of Byzantine thought is scholarly attention to the liturgy. 

44 Barl. 33.310 (LCL trans!.). 
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observe? "Blessed are the merciful. for they shall obtain 
mercy," and "Be ye merciful, as your heavenly Father is 
merciful" [Matt. 5:7; Luke 6:36]. For the fulfilment of this 
commandment, above all, is required of them that are in 
high authority. And, soothly, the holder of great authority 
ought to imitate the giver of that authority, to the best of his 
ability. And herein shall he best imitate God, by considering 
that nothing is to be preferred before showing mercy [cf 
Agapetus, § 37].45 
But hear yet another commandment, the fellow of the 
former: "Forgive, and it shall be forgiven unto you"; and 
"If ye forgive not men their trespasses, neither will your 
heavenly Father forgive you your trespasses" [Matt. 6:15; 

Mark 11 :26]. Wherefore bear no malice against them that 
offend against thee; but, when thou askest forgiveness of thy 
sins, forgive thyself also them that injure thee, because for
giveness is repaid by forgiveness, and by making peace with 
our fellow-servants we are ourselves delivered from the 
wrath of our Master [cf Agapetus, § 64, which is also dis
cussed above].46 

297 

In this way the author of Barlaam produces what might be called an 
"inverted exegesis"; he uses passages of Scripture to make a commen
tary on the text of Agapetus. 

In addition to the Biblical echoes there are allusions to works of two 
of the Byzantines' favorite theologians, St Basil the Great and St 
Gregory of Nazianzus. Praechter has demonstrated Agapetus' depen
dence on them in §§ 7, 34, 43, 66, 69, 70, 72.47 And in fact, as Praechter 
notes, this rather frequent use of the Fathers makes Agapetus, for all 
his dependence on gnomological fragments from Greek antiquity, a 
typical representative of what Krumbacher called the first of the two 

45 Bar!' 36.332-3 (LCL transl.). 
46 Bar!' 36.333-4 (LCL transl.). 
47 BZ 2 (1893) 455-8. Praechter cites these Fathers according to the texts of their whole 

works. In looking through the various jlorilegia I encountered several of these passages; 
this raises the suspicion that Agapetus did not know even the works of the Fathers in their 
entirety, but may have been dependent on collections of extracts from them. Agapetus 
§69,Basil,Hom. indiv., PG31.296c: Sac.Par.,PG95.1160c, and Ant. Mel., PG 136.817c. Agapetus 
§ 72, Basil, op.cit. 292c-293A: Sac.Par. 1485A. Agapetus § 7, Basil, Hom. in illud Lucae, dest
ruam, PG 31.265c: Sac.Par., PG 96.409c. I also found a correspondence between Agapetus and 
the third Cappadocian Father, Gregory of Nyssa: Agapetus § 24, Sac.Par., PG 96.88A. 
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major periods of Byzantine literary history. In the second period the 
sources from pagan antiquity were genuinely recovered and studied.48 

Apart from these specific connections with the Biblical and patristic 
traditions there is not much in the Ekthesis that could be called exclu
sively Christian-although the treatise is sufficiently Christian in con
tent and intention to make Agapetus a rather uncomfortable member 
ofKrumbacher's "Profanautoren" category. Just as in its theology the 
Church took over a very great deal of the thought of the past, so also 
in that part of its theology which dealt with political matters. We 
need to see what pattern of kingship emerges from the parts of the 
tradition that Agapetus chose to use. 

v 
The Eusebian theory of imitation or likeness is announced in § 1 : 

Having a dignity which is set above all other honours, Sire, 
render honour above all to God, who gave you that dignity, 
inasmuch as he gave you the sceptre of earthly power after the 
likeness of the heavenly kingdom.49 

If the emperor is inaccessible to his subjects because of the exaltation 
of the earthly kingdom (Sta TO vif;os TfjS KeXTW f3aatAELas) he should 
become easily accessible to them because of the strength of authority 
from above (SLa T() KpaTos Tfj,> avw €govaLas) (§ 8; cf § 34). Prayer is a 
major element in the impregnable wall surrounding the empire.50 

The relationship of the heavenly and earthly kingdoms is more 
complex than this, however. If the heavenly kingdom is the model, it 
is also the goal of the emperor's striving, and the earthly kingdom 
becomes his ladder for the ascent to heaven. In a metaphor that 

48 BZ 1 (1892) 399-400. Praechter compares the Ekthesis of Agapetus and the «Mirror of 
Princes" of (Pseudo-) Basil (9th cent.) on the one hand to that of Theophylact of Bulgaria 
(11th cent.) on the other, and shows how Thcophylact made use of many ancient sources. 
Of Agapetus and Pseudo-Basil he says that both works bear a strong Christian stamp, and 
in Agapetus especially the use of patristic writers is very extensive. 

49 TLJ.LfjS a7TaO'1/s fJ7TlpT€POV EXWV &glwJ.La, {JatJLA€V, TlJ.La V7r~p a7TaVTas TOV TOVTOV U€ &gL6JUaVTa 
tFlEov, on Kat KaO' 0fLOlwULV Tfjs E7TOVpavlov {JaULAda" ESWKl UOL TO UKfj7TTpOV Tfjs E7TLydov 
SvvauTdas. 

50 § 58. It is interesting to compare Justinian's Novel 133.5 (A.D. 539): "If they [the monks]. 
with their hands pure and their souls bare, offer to God prayers for the State, it is evident 
that it will be well with the army ... cities ... land ... sea ... for their prayers will 
propitiate God's favour towards the whole State." Quoted in J. B. Bury, History of the Later 
Roman Empire II (London 1923) 363. 
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Agapetus probably intended as an echo of St Paul's description of 
Christians as members of the Body of Christ, it is said that it is the 
emperor's "duty to take thought for all men, as if they were his own 
limbs."51 It is clear that if the empire is in this way part of the emper
or's being, the condition of the empire is a measure of his piety. 

Guide your kingdom aright here below, that it may become 
for you a ladder to the glory above. Those who govern well 
an earthly kingdom are deemed worthy also of the 
heavenly.52 

The final maxim (§ 72) includes a reiteration of this ladder image in 
an admonition to the emperor and his wife to persevere in climbing 
to the heavenly kingdom. 

Agapetus is not completely clear on the relationship of these king
doms. In one of the maxims (§ 18) the emperor is praised for master
ing his passions; he wears the crown of moderation (awcppoavVYJ), and 
it is such kingship alone-kingship over the passions-that endures 
for ever and ever. The context is purely personal; Agapetus makes no 
direct connection here between the virtue of moderation and the 
historical and social dimensions of the emperor's task; and the 
enduring kingship is something much more abstract than life in the 
kingdom of heaven referred to elsewhere. In another place Agapetus 
refers to the immortality of fame: 

It is the crown of piety that adorns the king above all the 
ornaments of kingship. Wealth vanishes; glory perishes. But 
the fame of a religious life is prolonged for eternal ages, and 
it sets its possessors beyond the reach of oblivion.53 

Nonetheless, most of Agapetus' discussion of the goal of earthly 
striving speaks quite explicitly in recognizably Christian terms. In the 

il Barker's transl., § 46: Xp~ ovv aVT6v, WS OlKEtwv fJ-EAwv, OVTW 1TavTwv &vBpdmwv 1Tpovodv. 
52 Barker's transI., § 59: XpijClat 3E6VTWS Tfi KaTW /3C<C1tAEtCf, iva K>.lfJ-a~ ClOt ytV7JTat Tijs avw 

Ev80tlas' o{ yap TaVTrJv KaAWS DWtKOVVTES, fJ-ETa TaVTrJs K&Kdv7)s &twvVTat. 
63 § 15: 'Y 1TEP 1TaVTa TijS {3aCltAdas TO: Ev3o~a, Tij, €VClE{3das TO aTtp.p.a TOV {3aat'Ma Koap.€t· 

o yap 1TAoVTOS &1Ttpxerat, Kat T] D6ta fJ-ET€PXETaL' TO DE KAEos TijS €vB€ov 1ToAtTdas &8avaTOtS alwClL 
avp.1TapEKTdv€Tat, Kat iI~(J1JC; €1TtKEwa TOU, EXOVTac; iaT1JaL. Barker translates TO K'Mo, Tfj, €vOfOV 
1ToAtTElas as "the glory of god-like government." While 1ToAtTda does have the sense of 
'government' in another of the maxims (§ 2), it seems to me clear that here the sense must 
be 'manner of life', as it is in fact rendered in the Latin transI. of Banduri accompanying 
the PG text: "sola vitae Deo placentis gloria immortalibus saeculis coextenditur." I have 
come across this phrase T] EV(JEOC; 1ToALTda at the beginning of one of the Vitae of St Theodore 
of Studion, PG 99.233A. 

4-G.R.B.S. 
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final judgement our deeds will appear as they really were (§ 69). 
There will be a time of repayment for our works (0 KaLpos Tfjs TWV 
EPYWV aVTLSoGl:ws, § 44). Death plays no favorites, so we should transfer 
our riches to heaven.54 Reference is made to the hope of the coming 
fruition (~ EA7TLS Tfjs JL€AAOVaTJS a7TOAaVa€WS, § 38). Since death may 
catch us off-guard, "we should run past the passing things of the 
world and hasten on to those things which remain to the ages of 
ages."55 

With the heavenly kingdom as model and goal, how can the em
peror make the earthly kingdom a ladder? What is involved in 
"guiding aright the kingdom here below"? There are several brief 
references to ways in which the emperor should imitate God. He 
should exercise justice and teach it to others (§ 1); he should remain 
steady and unchanged amid changing circumstances (§§ 11, 13, 33, 
34); he should forgive those who act against him (§ 64). God is abun
dant in good works, and since the emperor is blessed with ample 
means, he should "imitate him through good works" (jL{JLTJaaLaVTovSL' 

EPYWV ayaOwv, § 45). 
In addition to these isolated instances of imitation there is one 

major theme which appears again and again in the Ekthesis-that of 
c!>LAaVOpw7T{a, love for man. 

Kingship is the most honored of all things; and it is so most 
especially when the person who is vested with this authority 
does not incline to self-will but keeps his mind fixed on 
equity, turning aside from inhumanity as a thing that is 
bestial, and showing forth humanity as a quality that is God
like.56 

Good repute comes from willing and doing humane acts (T6: ,pL)..cfv

OpW7Ta) , and by doing such the emperor will please God, who gave 
him the power necessary for such actions (§ 6; cf § 53). God will 
reward the "God-loving" and "man-loving" aims of the emperor 
(TOV CPLAOOEOV Kat. cptAeXvOPW7TOV aov aK07T()V, § 50). 

6& § 67: OVKOVV 1TPO rijs €Kldvov [sc. iJavaTov] a1TapatT~Tov 1Tapovalas. p,C:TaiJwp,£v c:ls ovpavov 
on}v TWV XPTJp,aTwv 1Tc:ptovalav. Since parousia was a technical theological term referring to the 
second coming of Christ, it may be that Agapetus intended a double Significance here. 

~5 § 70: llapa'fJpap,wp,c:v TO: 1TapaTpExovra TOV Koap,ov 1Tpayp,aTa. Kat 1Tpoa'fJpap,wp,c:v Tois c:ls 
11.... ..., , , 

atwvas TWV atwvwv p,€vovatv. 
68 § 40 (Barker): TLp,t6JTaTOV 1Tavrwv €aTtv 7J {3uaLAdu' TOT€ 'fJ~ p,aALaTa TOLOVrOV €aTtV, 6Tav 0 

TOVrO 1Tc:ptKc:lp,£vos TO KpaTOs. p.~ 1TPOS aviJa'fJnuv PE7r'[J. llio: 1TPOS £1TL£{Knav {3AE1Trr TO p,o 
chravOpW1TOv. cis (}TJpLw8€s a7TOaTp£.pOp.£vOs. TO 8£ .pt.Aav(}pw7ToV. cis (}Eo£lK£AOV £V8£LKVVP.£VOS. 
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Agapetus suggests some specific components of philanthropia. The 
emperor is to treat everyone alike, playing no favorites. We have 
already seen equity (~ E7TLELKEw-<fairness', in contrast to a strict appli
cation of legal rules) connected with <humanity'. The emperor is to 
judge friends and enemies on the same principles (§ 41). 

If in any way he bears the image of God, who is over all, and 
if through him he holds rule over all, he will imitate God best 
if he thinks that nothing is more precious than mercy.57 

The emperor is to be lavish in giving to those who seek his help.58 
In what is probably the most specific recommendation in the entire 
Ekthesis, Agapetus reflects on the disparity of circumstances between 
the rich and the poor and suggests that the emperor should become 
a kind of sixth-century Roman Robin Hood, taking from the rich and 
giving to the poor: 

In order that both of them [the rich and the poor] may 
recover health, the remedy of subtraction and addition must 
be applied, and equality must be substituted for inequality.59 

Philanthropia was a very ancient Greek concept, but it had under
gone a great deal of discussion and development in the fourth century. 
Downey, offering this as an illustration of the influence of pagan 
philosophical ideas on Christianity, discusses «the way in which the 
Christian writers adopt the term philanthropia so that it eventually 
becomes, so far as it can, almost a substitute for the typically Christian 
agape, while at the same time the pagan writers, as exemplified by 
Themistius, Libanius and the Emperor Julian, begin to try to develop 
philanthropia as a principle of conduct-both public and private
which they can offer as a counterpart to the Christian teaching; thus 

67 § 37 (Barker): El yap nws T~V fdKova cplp€~ TOU €ninaVTwv thoi), Kai St' aVToi) KaTlx€~ T~V Eni 
naVTwv apX77v, EV T0I5Ttp S~ p,aALI:rra TOV 6>dv p,tp,~a€Tat, EV Tip P,7J8~v T]Y€La8at TOV EA€€LV npoTt
P,WT€POV. A probable source for Agapetus here is a passage from Bishop Dionysius of 
Alexandria (3rd cent.) which appears in the Sac.Par. (PG 95.1473c): TOV EA€€LV Kai EV£PYETELV, 
OiJTE npOTtp,WTEPOV, OiJTE cptAav(Jpw1ToTEPOV Eanv T]p,LV Tt €TEPOV, E1Td P,7J8~ Tip 6>Eip. This passage 
is printed among fragments "from works unspecified" by C. L. Feltoe, The Letters and 
Other Remains of Dionysius of Alexandria (Cambridge 1904) 257. Feltoe translates: "Mercy 
and kindness, being dear to God, are particularly becoming in ourselves." 

58 § 44: 8ifiov naat 8a.ptAWs TOLS alTOVat napa aoiJ-Hgive abundantly to all who ask of 
you." The verb Sa.ptAEJop,at appears in § 63, printed above as no. 6 in Section II. The only 
example of this verb as meaning 'to bestow lavishly' cited by L5j is this passage, quoted as 
a Philo fragment from Harris, Fragments. 

59 § 16 (Barker): • Iva TOtvvv ap,cpw rijs {,yudas Tvxwaw, acpatplan Kainpoa8la€~ TOVTOVS 8€pa-
I \ \', \" , 1TEVT£OV, Kat 1TpOS taOT7JTa T7JV avtaOT7JTa p,£T£VEKTEOV. 
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they seek to show that paganism as a way of life can provide principles 
which are as good as those of Christianity."6o In addition to the pagan 
influence on Christianity there was also a marked pagan copying of 
Christian practice. It has been shown that while there was certainly 
philanthropic practice in the pre-Christian Graeco-Roman world, it 
was very limited, and the extensive philanthropic activity of the 
Church was something new.61 

By the time Agapetus wrote, these lively debates over the religious 
and political significance of philanthropia were a thing of the distant 
past. There was no longer a vigorous pagan opposition to the vic
torious Church. It is worth remembering that the Ekthesis is nearly 
contemporary with justinian's closing of the Academy in Athens.62 

Agapetus reflects the development whereby in Christian thought 
philanthropia had come to serve most of the functions formerly belong
ing to agape. The term aY&7T7] appears only twice in the Ekthesis, and 
in neither case does it have any special Christian connotation.63 More
over, Agapetus gathers up senses of philanthropia that were kept 
separate in the fourth century. Kabiersch has shown that Themistius 
interpreted cpt'AavOpw7TLa according to the sense of the Latin aequitas, 
while Julian read it as clementia.64 We have seen that Agapetus 
expresses both these ideas. 

In most of his discussion of the behavior appropriate for a ruler, 
Agapetus refers in one way or another to the imitation of God. 
However, addressing the emperor as "thou divinely-made image of 

60 Downey, op.cit. (supra n.43) 199. J. Kabiersch, Untersuchungen zum Begriff der Philan
thropia bei dem Kaiser Julian (Wiesbaden 1960), prOVides a thorough treatment of the fourth
century development, with bibliographical references to the extensive literature on the 
whole subject. Kabiersch makes clear the central importance of Themistius for the idea of 
philanthropia. 

61 G. Downey, "Who is My Neighbor?" Anglican Theological Review 47 (1965) 3-15, esp. 3. 
Kabiersch, op.cit. (supra n.60) 88, concludes that Julian quite self-conSCiously rook Christian 
welfare activities as his model. 

62 A.D. 529. See e.g., A. A. Vasiliev, History of the Byzantine Empire I (Madison 1928) 184. 
63 §§ 20 and 56. In both it refers ro the love of subjects for the emperor. Agapetus may 

be intending to suggest that the subject owes the same respect to the emperor as to God, 
but that is probably pressing nuances too far. Downey (op.cit. [supra n.43]) notes that 
philanthropia can take the place of agape only up to a point, since it cannot do service for 
the man-to-God relationship. We have seen Agapetus in § 50 using the term philotheos as a 
balance to philanthropos. Downey, "The Perspective of the Early Church Historians," 
GRBS 6 (1965) 57-70, has shown how the fifth-century historians Socrates and Sozomen 
begin ro mesh the royal ideals of philanthropia and eusebeia (,piety', 'devoutness') which 
had been championed by the pagans and Christians respectively in the fourth-century 
debates. The Ekthesis is clear evidence of how complete that process was by the sixth 
century. 

64 Kabiersch, op.cit. (supra n.60) 87. 
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piety"65 risks elevating him onto the other side of the line separating 
the divine from the human. The question as to where to draw that 
line had plagued the Church in the fourth century, and a convincing 
case has been made for the interplay of imperial theory and Arian 
theology: Arianism appealed to fourth-century emperors by bringing 
Christ down to their leve1.66 By the sixth century Arianism was no 
longer a serious threat. What had to be guarded against now was any 
tendency for the emperor to think that his exalted position put him 
on Christ's level. 

Agapetus makes this point quite clear in the final maxim, where he 
speaks of "Christ ... who is king of kings and of the subjects of kings, 
for ever and ever."67 Many of the maxims emphasize the solidarity 
of the emperor with all other men. "The king is sovereign over all; 
but he is also, along with all, the servant of God."68 Everyone desiring 
salvation ought to seek aid from above-and this is especially true of 
the ruler, who must care for all men (§ 62). No matter how many 
good deeds he does, the emperor always falls short of the goodness of 
God (§ 43). No one should boast about nobility of birth, for the poor 
man and the man crowned with a diadem both have clay for their 
first ancestor (7TP07TIXTWp).69 Finally, in one of the most forceful of the 
maxims, it is said of the emperor: 

If he has become ruler upon earth, let him not forget that 
he has his origin from the earth, ascending from dust to the 
throne, and after a time descending back to it.70 

65 § 5 (Barker): tL €fJa€{3Elae; fJr:6T€VKTOV ayaAp.a. 
66 George H. Williams, "Christology and Church-State Relations in the Fourth Century," 

Church History 20 (1951) 3.3-33, 4.3-26. 
67 § 72 (Barker): XptaToe; . .• <> f3aaLA€Ve; TWV f3aaLA€VOVTWV KaL f3aaLA€Vop'€Vwv, de; Tove; alwva,. 
68 § 68 (Barker): Kvpw, JLEv mxVTwv EaTLv <> f3aaLAr:V" SOUAO, SE P.€Ta 7raVTWV imaPX€L ewu. 

Cf § 8: "For as we are to our fellow-servants (TOte; .qP.€T€POt, avvSOVAOLe;), so shall we find the 
Master (TOV L1€a7r6T1)V) to us." The term avvSovAOL is used by St Paul in Col. 1:7 and 4:7 to 
describe his fellow-ministers. It is interesting to compare this sentiment of Agapetus with 
the classical Greek notion that society consists of those born to serve and those born to be 
served. Cf Downey, op.cit. (supra n.61) 15. 

69 § 4. This maxim may have been composed with Justinian especially in mind. There was 
little danger that Justinian would boast. His uncle had come to the throne by means that 
are partially obscure to us (clarified as far as possible by Vasiliev,Justin the First [Cambridge 
(Mass.) 1950] ch. 2); and neither Justin nor Justinian could boast of a birth in any way 
noteworthy-despite the rumor, related by Procopius (Anecdota 12.18-19) that Justinian 
was conceived by a demon. Perhaps Agapetus meant to offer a bit of commonplace theo
logical consolation to the man of obscure origin sitting on the throne. 

70 § 71: El yap KaL Y€YOVEV apxwv E7rL yije;, JL~ ayvodTW imapxwv EK Tije; yije;, a7TO xooe; E7TL 
{}pOVOV avaf3alvwv, KaL de; aVTOV JL€Ta xpovov KaTaf3alvwv. 
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VI 

Agapetus Diaconus is not one of the unsung heroes of ecclesiastical 
literature. Anyone who has read Praechter's criticism of Bellomo 
would not dare to make Agapetus into a thinker and writer of great 
importance.71 Moreover, while the deacon is very clever with Greek 
vocabulary and construction, his constant striving after rhetorical 
effects, particularly rhyme, is characterized by one scholar as "in 
places unbearable."72 One has to look hard for anything genuinely 
original in the Ekthesis, and even then one is haunted by the suspicion 
that a source will turn up sooner or later. 

Granting all this, Agapetus' work is still worth studying. There is 
the intriguing problem of the connection of his maxims with earlier 
jlorilegia and of the introduction of some of his articles into later 
collections under another name. The Ekthesis provides a look at those 
elements of Greek political thought about kingship which appealed 
to a member of the Christian clergy in the sixth century, and at the 
way in which those elements were incorporated into the general 
Christian theological theory of empire that had first been outlined by 
Eusebius of Caesarea. Agapetus mixes his traditions so that both the 
Old Testament "fear of God" and the "Know thyself" of the Delphic 
oracle and Socrates are offered as the basic principle for the emperor.73 

Imitating God both by having mercy and by maintaining an unmoved 
mind amid changing affairs suggests both the rather personal God 
of the Bible and the rather abstract God of theological speculation. 
The immortality of fame and life in the eternal kingdom are both 
presented as rewards for a good reign. The king is sometimes almost 
divinized, yet he is time and again reminded of his frailty, of his 
sharing the common lot of all men.74 

71 BZ 17 (1908) 159: "As here, so in other parts of Bellomo's book, there is a marked 
tendency to magnify in worth and importance the author whom he has chosen to work at." 

72 Keil, op.cit. (supra n.7) 367: "stellenweise unertraglich." 
78 The "Know thyself" appears in § 3 (Barker): ''The divine lesson which we first learn, 

o men, is that a man should know himself. For he who knows himself will know God; 
he who knows God will become like God; a man will become like God when he becomes 
worthy of him; and a man becomes worthy of God when he does nothing unworthy of 
him, but thinks the things that are God's, speaks what he thinks, and does what he speaks." 
The idea was common in Christian thought. It is stated SUCcinctly in an epigram of Evagrius 
Ponticus (4th cent.) which is found in Sac. Par. (PG 95. 1305B) : f30vAH YVWVaL €'h6v; 7TpoAaf3c1v 
yvw(h a€aVTov COo you wish to know God? Begin by knowing yourself"). 

7' Sevtenko, op.cit. (supra n.7) 173, shows how the variety of ideas in the Ekthesis made it 
a source book both for the absolutist claims of Ivan the Terrible and for the "liberal" 
claims of his opponents. "The 'liberals' had only to strengthen the admonitions and to 
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One can hardly suppose that a generalized treatise of this sort had 
much influence on the policy of a man who was forty-five years old 
when he came to the throne and who had been exercising effective 
power during the nine-year reign of his uncle.75 But the Ekthesis does 
give us some sketchy hints of the principles by which Justinian's con
temporaries could have formed a judgement on his reign. 

First of all, there is no suggestion of a distinction between spheres 
of Church and State. It is the empire that imitates the heavenly king
dom. The Augustinian conception of the Church as in some sense the 
earthly reflection of the divine kingdom had no counterpart in early 
Byzantium. Not very long before Agapetus wrote, Pope Gelasius had 
told the emperor Anastasius to keep the royal and priestly spheres 
separate.76 It would in fact be several centuries before that distinction 
would become operative in Byzantine thought.77 Diehl's judgement, 
that Han absolute emperor who takes an interest in the Church is 
almost certain to tyrannize it,"78 is an opinion that Agapetus would 
have found unintelligible. The way in which Agapetus thought about 
the emperor's position made it difficult, perhaps impossible, to con
ceive of imperial "intervention" in the Church. 

There is implied in the mimesis theory the necessity for the emperor 
to rule over everything. Just as there is nothing outside the scope of 
God's rule in heaven, so must the emperor rule over everything on 
earth. He is the steersman of "the ship of the whole world state" ('TO 
uKac/>os 'Tfjs 7TaYKoufLLOV 7TOAt'Tf:Las, § 2). Throughout the Ekthesis there is 
no suggestion that there are any other rulers in the world. There is 

weaken the praise." Agapetus' work has been very popular in the past, and for that reason 
alone it is worth studying. In addition to the Slavic translations there have been others into 
many languages. and the Greek text itself was published more than a dozen times in the 
Renaissance. See the list of editions and translations prefaced to the PG text. 

75 Historians going all the way back to Procopius have said that Justinian was the real 
power during Justin's reign. For much detail, with a heightened appreciation of justin's 
role. cf Vasiliev, op.cit. (supra n.69). 

76 A.D. 494. Text in Migne, PL 59.41B-47A. 
77 See Geanakoplos, op.cit. (supra n.5). J. W. Barker,Justinian and the Later Roman Empire 

(Madison 1966) 94-111, deals with Justinian's religious policies, and says (p.97) that "it was 
in accordance with such theocratic Imperial conceptions that Justinian formed his ecclesi
astical policies." As an illustration of "such ... conceptions" he refers to Agapetus in a 
footnote. Barker goes on: "As no will could be allowed to oppose his will in governing the 
Empire, so, too, would his will be supreme in matters of faith. His deportment in this 
respect has been taken as a very model of the principle which we call 'caesaropapism'
the rigid control of matters spiritual and ecclesiastical by the temporal ruler." The impor
tant phrase here is "which we call ... " 

78 Charles Diehl, Justinien et La civilisation byzantine au VIe siecle (Paris 1901) 28: "un 
empereur absolu qui s'interesse a l'Eglise risque fort de la tyranniser." 
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talk about enemies, but for the most part they are thought of as 
internal enemies or as individuals with personal grievances against 
the emperor. A belief that Justinian's empire was the earthly likeness 
of the heavenly kingdom, and that it should therefore be all-in-all, 
would make Christian as well as Roman crusades out of the military 
efforts of the reign. "If the king is protected by God, he nobly van
quishes his enemies, and zealously gives his subjects security."79 

Agapetus makes it clear that the emperor's absolute power is 
tempered by his accountability-but it is accountability to the God 
above him, not to the people beneath him. The emperor will have 
to answer to God for the actions of wrong-doers he has appointed to 
help him in the affairs of government (§ 30). It is true that the emperor 
is admonished to see to it that he governs with popular consent. But 
this has nothing whatever to do with a notion of popular sovereignty. 
The point for Agapetus is that popular consent is in the emperor's 
interest. 

Consider yourself to be surely and truly a king when you 
rule with the consent of your subjects. For a subject people 
which is unconsenting revolts when it finds an opportunity; 
but a people which is attached to its sovereign by the bonds 
of good will keeps firm and true in its obedience to him.so 

The Ekthesis implies throughout that the imitation of God should 
itself serve as a kind of control over the emperor. It is suggested that 
the ruler must imitate God especially in doing good deeds to the poor. 
His wrath is to be tempered with mercy. He should forgive that he 
may be forgiven. The most important source for Agapetus' concep
tion of the ideal emperor is previous Christian thought about the 
nature of God-which had itself of course taken over a great deal of 
Greek and Hellenistic speculation. Agapetus is certainly no profound 
theologian, but his Ekthesis reflects definite ideas about the charac
teristics of the God whose governance of the heavenly kingdom was 
to serve as model for the emperor. 

We know, in fact, that Justinian was famous for his acts of philan
thropy, especially the building of hospitals and orphanages. Also, the 

70 § 62 (Barker): 'Y1TO 'TOV 8fiOV yap cpvAa'T'T6JLfiVos, Kat 'TOUS 1TOAfiJLlovs Ka'Taywvl~fi'Tat YfiV

va{ws, Ka~ 'TOVS OlKfi{OVS Ka'Taf1c/>aA{~f!.'Tat f11TOvOa{ws. 
80 § 35 (Barker): N6fL'~f!. 'T6'Tf!. {Jaf1tAf!.VHV af1cpaAWS, o'Tav €K6V'TWV avaf1D71S 'TWV &v8pdmwv. 'TO yap 

aKOVf1{ws VrrO'Ta'T'T6JLfiVOV, f1'Taf1ta~f!.t KatpOV 'Aa{36JLfiVOV· 'TO 8~ 'TO'S 8fif1JLO'S rijs fiVvo{as Kpa'TOVJLfiVOV. 
{34Ja{av ~Xfit 1TPOS 'TO KpaTOVv ~v fiVrrd8fitav. 
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building of churches could be interpreted as the emperor's way of 
paying the return he owed to God; it would be easy for the building 
of churches to become the major expression of the "pious works" 
that were to be preferred to "good words."81 

Moreover, by saying that the whole empire is the emperor's ladder 
to the heavenly kingdom, Agapetus suggests that all the resources of 
the State are at the emperor's disposal for the doing of good deeds. 
The church historian Evagrius Scholasticus (d. ca. A.D. 600) implies 
that Justinian's extravagance gave rise to second thoughts about the 
kind ofidentification of "imperial resources" with "emperor's means" 
that we see in Agapetus. 

At the same time he was liberal in expenditure; so far as to 
raise in every quarter many sacred and magnificent temples, 
and other religious edifices devoted to the care of infants and 
aged persons of either sex, and of such as were afflicted with 
various diseases. He also appropriated considerable revenues 
for carrying out these objects; and performed many such 
actions as are pious and acceptable to God, provided that those 
who perform them do so from their own means, and the offering 
of their deeds be pure.82 

It has been said in criticism of Justinian that "his ingenuity was not 
guided or controlled by prudence, or by a solid knowledge of the 
economical conditions of prosperity."83 Perhaps we can see Justinian's 
reign as a time when the Gospel principle of giving in order to 
receive, of scattering in order to gather (Agapetus, § 44) was tested 
and found not to be, at least without modification, a successful way 
to run a State. 

The most important evidence provided by the Ekthesis is that early 
in Byzantine history there was current a conception of rulership 
which placed emphasis not on the emperor's relationship to the State 
or to the Church but on the emperor's relationship to God, with the 
{3au,}.€{a being an agency for the expression of that relationship. The 
emperor had higher things on his mind than specifically political 

81 Cf. Agapetus § 5. 
81 Evagrius, Eeel.Hist. 4.30. The translation is that of Bohn·s Ecclesiastical Library (Lon

don 1854). The Greek text of the portion I have italicized is as follows: E't1TEP Eg OlKEtwv 
8pr$EV oi 7"OV7"WV Epya7"aL. The Ecclesiastical History ofEvagrius with the Scholia, ed. J. Bidez and 
L. Parmentier (London 1898) 180.4. 

83 James Bryce, "Justinianus I," Dictionary of Christian Biography III (London 1882) 539. 
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problems; the pursuit of the heavenly kingdom was to be his over
riding concern. Agapetus' treatise suggests, if only in an oblique way. 
that the ideological problem in Byzantium in the sixth century was 
not "Caesaropapism," which depends on distinctions that were not 
made in the thought of the time, but rather something we might call 
HTheomimetism." Eusebius' theory of imitation was a significant 
theological development and satisfied the immediate fourth-century 
requirement for a Christian interpretation of the role of a Christian 
emperor in the divine scheme of things. But thoroughgoing accept
ance of the Eusebian theory, such as we see in Agapetus, hindered the 
development of thought about the political relationships of State and 
Church as institutions. That the emperor could experience any funda
mental conflict between his duties to the State and his duties to the 
Church, or that citizens could be deeply divided in their loyalties to 
one or the other of these, was as unthinkable as the thought that there 
was dissension or anarchy in heaven.84 
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U Evidence for the connection of Agapetus' precepts to the history of Greek collections of 
aphorisms is provided by the second-century Sentences of Sextus, ed. H. Chadwick (Texts and 
Studies n.s. 5, Cambridge 1959), which contain a number of phrases that recur or are echoed 
in the Ekthesis. Particularly interesting in light of the Philo fragments are Sextus §§ 49-50 
(p.1S): & /L(V BEo, oilSEvo, SELTaL, & S( ?nI7TO, /Lovov Bmf}. '7]'\01: TOV OilSEVO, SEO/Laov 
o TWV dMywv &.va.YKa.lw, SEO/LEVO,. Cf. Agapetus § 63, cited above as no. 6 on p.290. 

Chadwick discusses (pp.15S-9) the relationship between the text of Sextus and the col
lection of Clitarchus and the Pythagorean Sentences (with a parallel in Porphyry's Ep. ad 
Marcel/am 11), which reads 170q,O, in place of Sextus' 7TLI7TO,; he concludes that "the epito
mator of Clitarchus drew independently upon the main and primary source laid under 
tribute by Sextus; or that Clitarchus himself, in unexcerpted form, was the actual source 
used by Sextus." He then remarks, "It is not profitable to enquire too closely into the exact 
source-relationship here for the reason that there is no category of literature with a less 
rigid and consistent existence than an anthology of aphorisms .... A reader might extract 
from such a treasury his own commonplace-book for his private moral guidance. Or if he 
were an ambitious young man, he might hope to attract the favour of the great ones 
of the earth by dedicating to them such a collection. (In the sixth century a deacon of 
Constantinople, Agapetus. made an anthology of this kind for Justinian.) The individual 
collector leaves his mark upon the tradition." 

While I believe that Agapetus did something more original than merely compiling an 
anthology, I agree with Chadwick's characterization (p.141 n.2) of" the history of the col
lections of Greek maxims" as" a subject of the greatest complexity." 


